NON-FICTION

327.1247 CORE
Corera, Gordon
Russians among us : sleeper cells, ghost stories, and the hunt for Putin's spies
Forest City

q 378.1 CRAC v.2020
Cracking the SAT
Forest City

641.58 COPE
Copeland, Sarah
Instant family meals : delicious dishes from your slow cooker, pressure cooker, multicooker, and instant pot
Montrose

646.48 HUSS
Hussey, Samantha
The complete bag making masterclass : the comprehensive guide to modern bag making techniques
Montrose

648 SHEA
Shearer, Clea
The home edit life : the no-guilt guide to owning what you want and organizing everything
Forest City ~ Hallstead-Great Bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

q 709 ART
Art : the definitive visual guide
Montrose

q 745.7 BAC
Bac, F. Sehnaz
The art of stone painting : 30 designs to spark your creativity
Montrose

746.04 ARAI
Arai, Makiko
Happy wool felt animals : needle felt 30 furry & feathered friends
Montrose

920 SCOB
Scobie, Omid
Finding freedom : Harry and Meghan and the making of a modern royal family
Forest City ~ Hallstead-Great Bend ~ Montrose ~ Susquehanna

92-B BERG Ber
Berg, Elizabeth
I'll be seeing you : a memoir
92-H HAGE Hag
Hager, Jenna Bush
Everything beautiful in its time: seasons of love and loss

q 940.54 RICH
Richards, Anthony
D-Day and Normandy: a visual history

970.0049 O'REI
O'Reilly, Bill
Killing Crazy Horse: the merciless Indian wars in America

FICTION

F ANDR
Andrews, V. C.
Whispering hearts

F ARCH
Archer, Jeffrey
Hidden in plain sight

F BACK
Backman, Fredrik
Anxious people: a novel

F BALD
Baldacci, David
Daylight

F BEAT
Beaton, M. C.
Hot to trot

F BRAD
Bradford, Barbara Taylor
In the lion's den

F CAME
Cameron, Marc
Tom Clancy. Shadow of the dragon
F CHIL
Child, Lee
The sentinel

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CLAR
Clark, Mary Higgins
Piece of my heart : an under suspicion novel

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CONN
Connelly, Michael
The law of innocence

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CUSS
Cussler, Clive
Marauder : a novel of the Oregon files

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F DAVI
Davis, Fiona
The lions of Fifth Avenue : a novel

HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE

F EVAN
Evanovich, Janet
Fortune and glory : tantalizing twenty-seven

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F EVAN
Evans, Richard Paul
The Noel Letters : from the Noel collection

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F FLAG
Flagg, Fannie
The wonder boy of Whistle Stop : a novel

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F GEAR
Gear, W. Michael
The Alpha enigma

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F HARE
Hare, Cyril
An English murder

MONTROSE

F KAVA
Kava, Alex
Hidden Creed
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F KING
Kingsbury, Karen
Truly, madly, deeply : a novel
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F LEWI
Lewis, Beverly
The missing
MONTROSE

F LLOY
Lloyd, Catherine
Death comes to the nursery
MONTROSE

F PAOL
Paolini, Christopher
To sleep in a sea of stars
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F PATT
Patterson, James
Three women disappear
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F PERR
Perry, Anne
A Christmas resolution : a novel
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F ROSE
Rosen, Jane L.
Eliza starts a rumor
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F STEE
Steel, Danielle
All that glitters : a novel
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F TOLK
Tolkien, J. R. R.
The fellowship of the ring : being the first part of The lord of the rings
MONTROSE

F TOLK
Tolkien, J. R. R.
The return of the king : being the third part of The lord of the rings
MONTROSE
F TOLK
Tolkien, J. R. R.
The two towers : being the second part of The lord of the rings
MONTROSE

LARGE PRINT FICTION

F LP BRAD
Bradford, Barbara Taylor
In the lion's den
MONTROSE

F LP CARR
Carr, Robyn
Sunrise on Half Moon Bay
MONTROSE

F LP DONO
Donoghue, Emma
The pull of the stars : a novel
FOREST CITY

F LP FLUK
Fluke, Joanne
Christmas cupcake murder
MONTROSE

F LP FULL
Fullerton, Jean
A ration book childhood
FOREST CITY

F LP HATC
Hatcher, Robin Lee
How sweet it is : a legacy of faith novel
MONTROSE

F LP SPAR
Sparks, Nicholas
The return
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE

F LP THOM
Thomas, Jodi
Breakfast at the Honey Creek Cafe
MONTROSE

CHILDREN’S NEW ADDITIONS

NON-FICTION FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

jE 595.4 GIBB
Gibbons, Gail
Spiders

PICTURE BOOKS

q JE GANZ
Ganz-Schmitt, Sue
That monster on the block

JE JANE
Jane, Lillian
Heroes wear masks : Elmo's super adventure

JE JOHN
John, Jory
The great eggscape!

q JE WRIG
Wright, Maureen
Super rooster saves the day

NON-FICTION FOR CHILDREN

j 570 BLOO
Bloom, Molly Hunegs
Brains on! presents-- It's alive : from neurons and narwhals to the fungus among us

FICTION FOR CHILDREN

J COLF
Colfer, Eoin
The Fowl twins. Deny all charges

J LEWI
Lewis, C. S.
The magician's nephew

J MATT
Matthews, Dave
If we were giants : a novel
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J MCKA
McKay, Hilary
The time of green magic
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J MEJI
Mejia, Tehlor Kay
Paola Santiago and the river of tears
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J PILK
Pilkey, Dav
Dog Man. Grime and punishment
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J SMIT
Smith, Steven K.
Mystery on Church Hill
FOREST CITY

J SMIT
Smith, Steven K.
Summer of the woods
FOREST CITY

FICTION FOR YOUNG ADULTS

JY COLL
Collins, Suzanne
The ballad of songbirds and snakes
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

JY LU
Lu, Marie
Rebel : a Legend novel
MONTROSE

AUDIO-VISUALS

DVDS

F DVD BEET
Beetlejuice
FOREST CITY ~ MONTROSE

F DVD CALL
The call of the wild
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F DVD I STI
I still believe
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F DVD LEMO
Lemony Snicket's A series of unfortunate events
FOREST CITY

F DVD RICH
Richard Jewell
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F DVD TIM B
Tim Burton's Corpse Bride
FOREST CITY

F DVD TIM B
Tim Burton's The nightmare before Christmas
FOREST CITY

DVDS FOR CHILDREN

J DVD ADDA
The Addams family
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J DVD ONWA
Onward
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J DVD PAW P
PAW Patrol. Dino rescue
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J DVD SCOO
Scoob!
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

J DVD SECR
The secret garden
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

CD BOOKS

CDBOOK 92-W WALL Wal
Walls, Jeannette
The glass castle : a memoir
MONTROSE

F CDBOOK BACK
Backman, Fredrik
Anxious people
FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CDBOOK BRAN
Brand, Max
The bells of San Filipo

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK CLEE
Cleeves, Ann
The crow trap

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK EVAN
Evanovich, Janet
Look alive twenty-five

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CDBOOK EVAN
Evanovich, Janet
Twisted twenty-six

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CDBOOK FREN
French, Tana.
Broken Harbor : a novel

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK HARM
Harmel, Kristin
The book of lost names

FOREST CITY ~ HALLSTEAD-GREAT BEND ~ MONTROSE ~ SUSQUEHANNA

F CDBOOK HIGG
Higgins, Jack
The dark side of the street

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK HIGG
Higgins, Jack
The iron tiger

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK L'AMO
L'Amour, Louis
Hanging Woman Creek : a novel

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK PATT
Patterson, James
Jack & Jill

MONTROSE

F CDBOOK PATT
Patterson, James
Roses are red

MONTROSE
MEMORIAL ITEMS

Donna Cornell  
*Given by Forest Lake Volunteer Fire Company*

q JE WRIG  
Wright, Maureen  
Super rooster saves the day  
*MONTROSE*

JE JOHN  
John, Jory  
The great eggscape!  
*MONTROSE*

j 570 BLOO  
Bloom, Molly Hunegs  
Brains on! presents-- It's alive : from neurons and narwhals to the fungus among us  
*MONTROSE*

Jack Fries  
*Given by The Grimm Foundation*

327.1247 CORE  
Corera, Gordon  
Russians among us : sleeper cells, ghost stories, and the hunt for Putin's spies  
*FOREST CITY*

q 940.54 RICH  
Richards, Anthony  
D-Day and Normandy : a visual history  
*FOREST CITY*

F LP DONO  
Donoghue, Emma  
The pull of the stars : a novel  
*FOREST CITY*

F LP FULL  
Fullerton, Jean  
A ration book childhood  
*FOREST CITY*

F LP SPAR  
Sparks, Nicholas  
The return  
*FOREST CITY*

J LEWI  
Lewis, C. S.  
The magician's nephew  
*FOREST CITY*
J SMIT
Smith, Steven K.
Mystery on Church Hill
FOREST CITY

J SMIT
Smith, Steven K.
Summer of the woods
FOREST CITY

F DVD BEET
Beetlejuice
FOREST CITY

F DVD LEMO
Lemony Snicket's A series of unfortunate events
FOREST CITY

F DVD TIM B
Tim Burton's Corpse Bride
FOREST CITY

F DVD TIM B
Tim Burton's The nightmare before Christmas
FOREST CITY

Sandra Lathrop
Given by Ellen and Ken DiPhillips

F CDBOOK CLEE
Cleeves, Ann
The crow trap
MONTROSE

F LLOY
Lloyd, Catherine
Death comes to the nursery
MONTROSE

F HARE
Hare, Cyril
An English murder
MONTROSE

Sandra Lathrop
Given by Laurier and Carol Racicot

F PERR
Perry, Anne
A Christmas resolution : a novel
MONTROSE
Martha T. Proof  
*Given by Loretta Guiton and Family*

F LP CARR  
Carr, Robyn  
*Sunrise on Half Moon Bay*  
*MONTROSE*

F LP FLUK  
Fluke, Joanne  
*Christmas cupcake murder*  
*MONTROSE*

F LP HATC  
Hatcher, Robin Lee  
*How sweet it is : a legacy of faith novel*  
*MONTROSE*

F LP THOM  
Thomas, Jodi.  
*Breakfast at the Honey Creek Cafe*  
*MONTROSE*

Alma Sparks  
*Given by Judy Mitchell*

641.58 COPE  
Copeland, Sarah  
*Instant family meals : delicious dishes from your slow cooker, pressure cooker, multicooker, and instant pot*  
*MONTROSE*

646.48 HUSS  
Hussey, Samantha  
*The complete bag making masterclass : the comprehensive guide to modern bag making techniques*  
*MONTROSE*

q 745.7 BAC  
Bac, F. Sehnaz  
*The art of stone painting : 30 designs to spark your creativity*  
*MONTROSE*

746.04 ARAI  
Arai, Makiko  
*Happy wool felt animals : needle felt 30 furry & feathered friends*  
*MONTROSE*

Joe Weldon  
*Given by Krista E. Marrer*

q 709 ART  
Art : the definitive visual guide  
*MONTROSE*
Augustus J. Wellings
Given by American Legion Gardner Warner Post 154

970.0049 O'REI
O'Reilly, Bill
Killing Crazy Horse: the merciless Indian wars in America
MONTROSE